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What is Photovoice (PV)?

Photovoice is a kind of research that allows for participants to take pictures that tell stories. These pictures and stories can be about the things in their communities that help them feel strong and they can be about things in their communities that they would like to see change for the better.
Three Objectives of PV

1. To enable people to record and reflect their community’s strengths and concerns.
2. To promote critical dialogue and knowledge about important community issues through large and small group discussions.
3. To reach policy makers and others who can be mobilized for change.
Research Partners
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NAYA Family Center

PATHWAYS RTC
Purposes of this PV Project

Research goals:

• To examine the proposition that when urban Native youth achieve culturally based, community-defined outcomes, delinquency is reduced;

• To better understand how culturally-based intervention strategies may influence positive cultural identity and other positive outcomes for these youth
Developed question and photography checklist around the Relational World View Model (RVW; Cross, 1995)
What We Did (cont’d)

• Pre-piloted project within a summer class offered at the NAYA (n=16 incoming 9th graders)
• Gave youth digital cameras to take photos around the NAYA
• Held discussion groups with youth about their photos
• Presented youth photos and findings at a NAYA gathering
Project Phase 2

- Refined materials based on pre-pilot lessons
- Recruited youth through case managers at the NAYA
- Developed an afterschool class lasting five weeks with plans to award school credit
- Youth were provided with cameras and were asked to take photos both at NAYA and in their communities about strengths, supports, and challenges
- Smaller group (n=7) with more diverse ages
Youth received lessons about research within Native communities and learned about how they were co-researchers with the team.

- Youth trained on photo composition and photo editing.
- Youth engaged in writing exercises about their experiences at the NAYA prior to taking pictures.
- Took pictures during the week, uploaded and edited them and selected their favorites.
• Every week youth engaged in writing exercises about the photos they selected
• Small group discussion where youth presented their photos and their analysis of their photos to the rest of the group who also commented
• Self-assessment at the end of the five weeks to discuss their experiences as photographers and researchers
“This is a picture of the pond behind the school. It’s really calming. Being here [at NAYA] we really emphasize your Native side and I’m part Native….Being closer to nature and earth, like this, it really helps bring out that Native part of you. This helps me appreciate that Native side of me.” – Shawn, 18
“This [is a] Medicine Wheel which I see it all around [NAYA] since I first got here. Having balance in all four aspects of my life were never important to me until I came to [NAYA].” – Veronica, 18
“I feel like it’s a metaphor picture. It has a deeper meaning. When I think of roses I think of how you’re closed up and then you bloom...I connect it to [NAYA] because before I came here I was holding back, like a closed rose.” – Janie, 15
“Some of this light is from pollution, the airplanes and the trucks out here. I like my community and living here, but I’d like to do something about the air and the pollution.” Jacob, 14
Raw Data (cont’d)

“I think of the poverty in my community and how the homeless collect bottles to get money… I think at NAYA they show you that when you have a community you take care of one another and you don’t just let something fall because everything is connected. – Juanita, 17
Raw Data (cont’d)
Youth Engagement and Advocacy

- Youth advocacy training
- Youth presentations to decision and policy makers
- Presentation at NICWA conference with youth researcher
Questions?